SUCCEEDING WITH OKRS IN AGILE
by Allan kelly

OBJECTIVES

https://www.allankellyassociates.co.uk/

Big goals
Something the organization wants / values

Make the value that brings obvious

Avoid boxing yourself

so that...

into a specific approach or solution

Increase ROI by reducing Time to Market with
a new delivery pipeline and continuous delivery practices

Retool the delivery pipeline to facilitate Continuous delivery

KEY RESULTS

smaller goals that build towards the objective

Fight against dominos

each one must deliver value

Don't accept dependencies

all about delivering outcomes that add value

KEY RESULTS TRICKS
Hypothesis-driven development

experiments
safer for the team to take on risk
Success = doing the experiment itself and absorbing the learning

we believe <this capability>
will result in <this outcome>
we will have confidence to proceed when <we see a measurable signal>

use survey

time-boxes

Make changes to people
test it with survey

experiment something for n weeks
"if you aren't failing, you aren't trying"

WHY ?

later
Look months / years into the future

soon : okrs

Fill a need at the mid-term
planning level

Look to the next few months

NOW : sprint planning
few weeks into the future

create focus

True north

Tells you when to stop

guide and fight to stay on course
Don't stick blindly to OKRs as the world around changes

Easier to communicate what a team is doing
A means of communicating status and progress
Success motivates continuation

OKRs enhance communication

HOW TO ?

OBJECTIVE VALUE > ∑ (KEY RESULTS VALUES)

bottom up

limit their number

leaders

Don't impose OKRs from above
team responsible for setting their own OKRs and delivering them

3 objectives
3 key results per objective

Build psychological safety / make failure an option
Make completely clear what the priorities are

all okrs are not equals

what not to do

strategy

Some might be higher priority

Everything that is not in the OKRs is lower priority

What are the strategic priorities for the next quarter ?
What does the team aim to do ?
What targets will the team set for itself ?

TEST DRIVEN APPROACH
Decide what you want : objective

Set a series of acceptance criteria : key results
Each Key Result should be measurable

don't consider yourself done until

get on and develop

you can pass the tests

you meet the objectives

"As with agile, you need to find you own way to OKRs [...] be prepared to experiment."

OKRS AND BACKLOG

TIMELINE
set okrs a few weeks before next quarter
2 or 3 should be fine

backlog first

okrs first

success : burn down the backlog
okrs : one of several inputs

success : deliver okrs
okrs are everything

MANY FORMS OF VALUES
Learning

Feedback

Knowledge on new tech for example

Extend our existing knowledge

money
Money is the best form of feedback

AMBITION OVER ESTIMATION
utility mode

aspirational mode

okrs set based on what is achievable
Predictability is valued
teams aim to achieve all okrs

moonshot okrs : based aspiration
impact is valued
teams expect to fail stretch okrs

Teams are not normally expected to complete 100% of their OKRs

aim high

70% is more common

Not impossibly high
BUT high enough to be challenged

where are you ?

"Some things are more important than OKRs and
sometimes those things can't be measured."

CULTURE

"if you aren't failing, you aren't trying"

delivery culture

Supportive culture

value delivery (working products used by customers)
Not hours worked, not partially done work

Psychological safety
failures will happen

Don't link remuneration to OKR outcomes
https://leanpub.com/agileokrs

#sharingiscaring

risk reduction
Increases the probability of delivering value

review at the end of each quarter

if money attached
People feel compelled to chase 100% success
Easiest way = reduce the target
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